WIDER SOCIAL IMPACT ARTICLES
‘MENTORSHIP - A TOOL TO SUPPORT’
Performance Plus Sport believes in ‘support’ rather than simply ‘giving grants’
Mentorship provision offers valuable guidance
And is the tool we use to get the best out of young people through sport
78% of the time we use paid mentors. They
are professionals with expertise and older
PPS supported individuals with lived
experience.

We use volunteer mentors 22% of the time. These are
people from our Board of Trustees, Advisory Group or
others who wish to provide a valuable source of
support

Individual mentor meetings
We match up every individual that we support with a PPS mentor and they have regular meetings. It is
an unrivalled opportunity to talk about their experience, share issues, discuss ideas, ask questions
and find answers.
“The mentor programme has given me a chance to talk to some amazing people, and learn a lot
about traits that are important in sport and in life. It was also great to know I could contact my
mentor if I ever needed to talk about something”.
“The mentoring with Anthony has helped me significantly, as it gives me an outlet for any problems or
issues that arise”.

Mentorship workshops
We run group workshops. These are educational
and inspiring - an opportunity to listen to and learn
from real life stories and experiences.

Khaled (pictured left) is a 21 year old amateur
boxer from Whitechapel. Sport has taught him
various skills such as discipline and resilience.
Alongside financial support to targeted areas,
we provide mentorship which involves
individual meetings and training to keep him on
the right path and help set him up to achieve
his goal of a graduate job.
Khaled’s comments on his mentorship support: “The mentorship with has helped me believe in myself
more, and put myself on a higher pedestal as I know I can perform in any field, as I have been doing
in boxing to a high standard. The mentorship also taught me how to use boxing as a tool for
communication to show people who I am in different scenarios like job interviews”.
And his thoughts on the training he’s received: “The mock interview I had with Emma was an eye
opening experience, as It was the closest thing I’ve had to a corporate interview with someone in
that world. I’ve gained confidence in how to go about answering questions and prepping for the
interviews. I have no doubt that when the opportunity comes for me to have an interview, I will get
the job. The advice Emma provided to me was very helpful and set me in the right direction on how
to approach interviews”.
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